
Wholesale High Quality&Factory Price Gravel Geocell From China Gravel Geocell 

Manufacturers 

 

Taidong is a professional gravel geocell manufacturers, supply high quality&factory price 

gravel geocell, welcome to consult wholesale gravel geocell for sale. 

 

Geotechnical gravel geocell is a new kind of three-dimensional geosynthetics material 

which appeared in the world in the 1980s. It is a three-dimensional mesh structure formed 

by strong welding of wide strips of high polymer. It can expand freely, fold up when 

transported, open when used, and fill with sand, gravel or clay in the cell to form a flexible  

structure layer with strong lateral and large stiffness. 

 

Features of Gravel Geocell 

At present, high quality gravel geocell reinforced soil is widely used in shallow foundation 

treatment, slope protection, urban large-scale pipeline support, and other projects. 

Compared with the Geogrid of plane structure, the advantages of gravel geocell factory 

price reinforced soil are as follows: 

 

For gravel geocell reinforcement, the reinforcement body is only the reinforcement itself; 

for gravel geocell reinforcement, the reinforcement body has become a composite of cells 

and fillers; for gravel geocell produced by the China gravel geocell manufacturers 

reinforcement, the tensile performance of the flat reinforcement is exerted by the friction of 

the soil reinforcement interface; and the lattice reinforcement is exerted by the direct 

restriction of the lateral expansion of the fillers, so the tensile performance of the 

reinforcement can be better utilized; and for gravel geocell factory price reinforcement, the 

soil reinforcement friction system. The number is the internal friction coefficient of the filler 

itself, so it can provide much greater adhesion strength than the flat reinforcement. The 

mechanism of gravel geocell for sale treating uneven settlement of roadbed is as follows: 

because gravel geocell provides lateral restraint to the filling, the side wall of gravel 

geocell produced by the China gravel geocell manufacturers produces upward friction 

support to the filling, thus forming a composite with large flexural-tensile stiffness and 

shear strength. 



 

Taidong is a professional China gravel geocell manufacturers, supply high quality&factory 

price gravel geocell if you want to wholesale high quality&factory price gravel geocell, 

welcome to consult gravel geocell for sale. 

 

Parameters of Gravel Geocell 
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TGGS-200-400 62±3 5600±20 4100±50 6300±50 200 400 14 0.07 1±0.05 50 2400±50 

TGGS-150-400 62±3 5600±20 4100±50 6300±50 150 400 14 0.07 1±0.05 50 1800±50 

TGGS-100-400 62±3 5600±20 4100±50 6300±50 100 400 14 0.07 1±0.05 50 1200±50 

TGGS-75-400 62±3 5600±20 4100±50 6300±50 75 400 14 0.07 1±0.05 50 900±50 

 

 



Application of Gravel Geocell 

1. Geotechnical gravel geocell is used to stabilize highway roadbed: it can produce high 

elastic force and strong roadbed. Compared with traditional stone foundation, it can 

reduce the thickness of the foundation by more than 50%. It can disperse the gravity and 

the pressure in contact with the ground laterally and reduce it. It can also be used in road 

construction. 

 

2. Geotechnical high quality gravel geocell is used to stabilize railway roadbed: it can 

prevent the lateral movement of gravel and graduation, make the whole stronger, prevent 

pumping, even if the foundation is soft, it can also prevent the whole or partial collapse.  

 

3. Geotechnical gravel geocell for sale are used for embankments and retaining walls to 

withstand loads of gravity. They are defined as reinforced gravel squares to form a 

uniform structure, which can resist transverse pressure, adjust itself regardless of stratum 

sliding and condensation, support non-structural planes and natural vegetation layers, 

and can be designed vertically or stepped. 

 

4. Geotechnical gravel geocell is used for river regulation: three-dimensional grid 

strengthens the power of filling, prevents soil erosion and increases loading gravity, 

reduces the construction cost of a shallow river and allows the design of crossing channel 

to conform to various engineering structures of traffic and soil quality. 

 

5. Geotechnical gravel geocell is used to support pipelines and sewers: Honeycomb 

Geotechnical gravel geocell does not need to excavate and place a large number of 

stones as the support structure of the pipe bed sewer. It uses conventional materials to 

form a solid and durable integral plate structure, which provides permanent protection for 

the flexibility of the pipeline. It can reduce the micro-subsidence caused by a long time, 

and make the foundation of the pipeline more solid. It can prevent a local collapse for a 

long time. 
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